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Abstract

We study an entry game under perfect information , with the salient feature that capaciry
is resalable. While entry itself is casier — entry deterrence is never even feasible with small fixed
costs it may still be the incumbent, and not the entrant, who is better off. Only for large fixed
costs can the incumbent be worse off with resalable capacity. Further, even if entry deterrence is
optimal in a regirne without resalable capacity, the benefit from entry accommodation with
resalable capacity can outweigh the loss of the ability to deter, in a non-null region.

An inabiliry to precommit (to final output) can help. rather than ban. This is because in
contrast to other analyses of limited cornmitrnent (e.g. Maskin-Tirole (1988)), which do not
specify the sources of — or reasons for — limits to commitment, by assuming that such limits
arise from the resalable nature of capacity, we are led naturally to a consideration of additional
strategic variables which can improve the incumbent's position in our modeL Resalability
increases the complexity of the incumbent's precommitrnent problem, but also furnishes her with
an additional source of power — in oui model the price at which to resell capacity.

While a capacity resale market enables capacity to be shared, and can serve as a collusion
facilitating mechanism, the very existence of a resale market can generate an incentive for a much
larger initial level of investrnent, to the point where the overall equilibrium outcome can be more
competitive.
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PREENIFIll VE INVESTMENT WI TH RESALABLE CAPACITY

1. illIZQdLUZli211

Traditional analysis of prtemptive investments (Spence (1977) and Dixit (1980), Eaton

and Lipsey (1981)) has emphasized the role of sunk investments: only sunk capital costs croate

the precommitment necessary for credible entry deterrence. Ware (1984) points out that such

precommitment is generally not perfect While die investment decision is irrevocable, the

commitment to use the resources is not, i.e. they will be used only if it is profitable to do so.

What does die teint "sunk investment" meart? Some authors (e.g. Gilbert (1986)) refer to

capital which is firm-specific such as product-specific technology, human capital, and

advertising goodwill. However, such capital is not really sunk, sine it has value in the hands of

competitors. Most exemples of capital investments would be considered industry-specific radier

Chan firm-specific. This implies that an incumbent cari sell off some of its assets to competitors,

including potentiel entrants. If we exclude such capital from our analysis, it would seem that

there is very Hale scope for strategic entry deterrence. However, if we include it than we must

explore more carefully the full consequences of quasi-irrevocability. This is die goal of this

paper.

Eaton and Lipsey (1980) consider a different departure from perfect irrevocability, by

assurning that capital decays exogenously. They show that decaying capital makes entry

deterrence more clifficult Vives (1988) also studies the tradeoff between the fiexibility value and

strategic commitment value represented by technological choix ander uncertainty. Our notion of

quasi-irrevocability, which emphasizes the resalable nature of capital differs from the above

papers in one crucial respect it suggests that die price at which capacity is resold is an additional

endogenous variable. A close antecedent to our work is the analysis of subcontracting in

Kamien, et al (1989), who model Bertrand competition for a market or contract followed by the

possibility of subcontracting by die winning bidder to his rival, on ternis set by either the winner

or the loser of the first stage bidding. In their work, as in ours, strictly convex costs generate the
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possibility of increased producer surplus by establishing a more symmetric equilibrium, but their

primary focus is on the effect of who has the right to set subcontracting ternis, while our focus is

on understanding what happens when capacity is not really sunk, and can be resold, so that the

ability to commit is weakened. So the benchmark we use for comparison is most closely related

w Ware (1984). A key difference (among others) is that in Kamien, et al (1989), rivalry

precedes the sharing of the market while in our setting, sharing of capacity precedes rivalry. Our

work is also related to recent work on limited conunitment (e.g. Maskin and Tirole (1988)).

Where such work takes limited commit vent as given without explicitly modeling its source, we

examine the consequences of limits arising from the resalable nature of capacity.

We study an entry game with perfect information under die assumption that capacity is

resalable, which seems plausible on empirical grounds. For example, in the airline industry one

often observes new entrants buying part bf their fleet from incumbents; in fact any physical

capital is generally transferable. Gilbert (1986, Table 3.1) provides empirical evidence that the

proportion of fixed costs is about 50% in many industries. In these industries, a casual study of

corporate financial statements suggests that most of these fixed cons are associated with

investments in fixed assets. Even intangibles (e.g.brand narres, human capital) can be bought

and sold. Another example would be the market for airport gates (see Gale (1991) for a fuller

discussion): in this market it has been observed that the leading airiine at a given airport (its hub)

typically moves w acquire a dominant share of gates, which it may then lease w competitors.

Resale markets for capacity arc interesting for the same reason that Salop (1986) found a

variety of buyer-seller agreements interesting. From the perspective of the Federal Trade

Commission, the Department of Justice, etc. such mechanisms would not normally be

considered collusive, yet they can facilitate collusion. Reselling capacity would be regarded as

an act of divestiture, in which an incumbent sheds market power, but, as we demonstrate later,

resale markets can facilitate collusion by enabling capacity w be shared, even in a noncooperative

setting in which binding commitrnents are not possible, and in which agreements can be

consummated only if they are intrinsically self-enforcing.
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Resale markets emerge in our model because each party has an immediate incentive to

share capacity and keep output low, radier Chan increasing output by purchasing more capacity

from the external market. The internai resale market price (for capacity) is set by the incombent,

and she faces an entrants demand crave for capacity, which is shown to be downward-sloping.

In seing this capacity price the incumbent must trade off the advantage of a higher price per unit

(for capacity) against the adverse effect on capacity demand. Further, output and profttability in

the final product market are also affected by the capacity pricing decision. This price (for

capacity) is not lower but higher than the external market price, since a lower price would

effectively mean subsidizing entry. To understand why the entrant is willing to pay a higher

capacity price, one should note that under our assomptions an incombent cannot have excess

capacity in a subgame-perfect equilibrium. So the entrant assumes correctly that by buying

capacity from the incombent, she can reduce the incumbent's output. Thus she can benefit even

by payin g a higher price for capacity for this restricts total output, and keeps the price in the

product market relatively high. Given strictly convex costs, joint profits are increased by

establishing a more symmetric equilibrium. The resale market allows an incumbent to recoup

some of the increased surplus (via the resale price) and thereby facilitates the sharing of capacity

between incombent and entrant.

When a resale market emerges in equilibrium, it mean that entry deterrence is not optimal

for the incombent The reason for this is twofold. Fast, as discussed above the entrant is

"bribing" the incumbent drough a mark-up on the price of capacity making entry accomnxxlation

more attractive. Secondly, with a resale market emerging, total industry output is less than it

would be without resale markets. Both of these effccts tend to raise the incumbent's payoff as

resale markets emerge. Although entry occurs, the incombent maintains a long run size

advantage. In other words, the incombent keeps ha dominant market position, even though

resale markets induce a reallocation of market share in favour of the entrant

Using a linear-quadratic pararnetrization with zero fixed costs,we analyze how firms'

payoffs. capacity and output choices, as well as welfare are affected by the emergence of resale
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markets. To do so we compare our model to a world where capital is not resalable. We fend that

for any given initial capacity choice by the incumbent, total industry output is lower with resale

markets. This illustrates that for a given level of initial capacity choice, resale markets serve as a

collusion facilitating mechanism. However, given the possibility of sharing capacity with the

entrant, the incumbent fends it optimal to select a higher level of initial capacity, anticipating the

resale market for capacity. 'This will effectively overnan the collusive effect m the extent that the

overall equilibrium will be more competitive with large: output and lower prices. Franc' payoffs

are also affected by resale markets. In particular, h is the incumbent who is becter off, while the

entrant is worse off. The reason for this is the mark-up in the resale market price, which the

entrant is willing to pay to reduce the incumbent's large initial capacity investment It is

interesting to note that the first-mover advantage is thus greater under quasi-irrevocable

investrnent, despite the more limited ability of the incumbent to commit

We also examine the extent to which the above results are robust to the introduction of

fixed costs. We show that even if fixed costs are large enough to make entry deterrence optimal

in a regime where capacity is not resalable, the benefit to the incumbent from entry

accommodation when capacity is resalable may be so large as to make entry accommodation not

only optimal with resalable capacity, but also preferable (to the incumbent) chan the

corresponding regime in which capacity is not resalable. However, when fixed costs are very

high, and the relative benefits from deterrence are large in both regimes, an incumbent can be

worse off with resalable capacity.

The plan of the test of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the model and

we show in Section 3 that a subgame-perfect equilibrium will not be characterized by excess

capacity. Section 4 identifies some properties of equilibrium while in Section 5 we analyze a

parametric example which allows us to explicitly calculate optimal choices at each stage. Section

6 introduces fixed costs and considers entry deterrence, and Section 7 concludes.
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Model

We assume, as in Eaton and Ware (1987), that all capacity décisions are made in the

earlier stages while in the final stage quantifies are choses, subject to capacity contraints. Whfie

a variety of gaine ttr-es are possible, the one we focus on (see Figure 1) sot only seems most

natural but is also the simplest in which to generate incentives for a resale market ta emerge in

equilibrium. 1 It would be applicable to industries where once capacity has been acquired from

an upstream supplier, there is only the possibility of infra-industry adjustrnents. A good example

would be the market for airport landing rights, where the initially created gare capacity cannot be

increased quickly, and so in the short run an airline is constrained to buying capacity from other

Time Structure

As can be seen from Table 1, the incombent has the privilege of moving first and chooses

capacity (k). The entrant thon considers buying capacity (e) from the external (competitive)

capacity market. Then we have the internai market subgame in which the incumbent chooses a

price (c) at which to resell capacity, to which the entrant responds with her demand for capacity

(i) from the incumbent. In the final stage the incumbent and entrant choose (capacity-

constrained) quantifies, qI and qE, respectively.

Insert Table 1 about here

Entry is deterred only if both e and i are zero. In this case, in the final stage the

incumbent is a monopolist. For purposes of comparison, we also consider the conesponding

gaine tree for a world without resale markets, shows in Table 2 below. This benchmark is most

closely related to the model in Ware (1984).

Insert Table 2 about here
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Assurnptions

Al - Cost fonctions are identical and quadratic for incombent and entrant2

jTCi(qi) = TC(qi) 2 ,	 := I (incombent) E (entrant)

While several of our results require only strictly convex costs, or a weaker restriction than

quadratic costs, assumix. tg an equilibrium exists, as we indicate below in Remark 3.1, to

guarantee existence we need to assume the cost fonction is sufficiently close to quadratic.

Though in stating propositions in the text, we maintain the assomption of quadratic costs, the

proofs in the appendices indicate where it is sufficient to assume increasing marginal costs:

OTC(q > TC"(qi) > 0
.1)

A2 - Fixed costs are zero.

We adopt assumptions Al and A2 because we wish to ignore explanations based on

differences in costs, or on the existence of fixed costs. Ruling out fixed costs is not innocuous,

for in a setting with strictly convex costs, it implies that even in a world without resalable

capacity entry deterrence can never be optimal. With zero fixed costs, we highlight the greater

attractiveness of allowing entry. In Section 6, we do introdoce fixed costs and consider entry

deterrence.

A3 - The marginal cost of buying one unit of capacity externally is given by an exogenous

constant, 15, 15 > O.

This implies that as consumers in the upstream capacity (say, machinery) market, both

incumbent and entrant have negligible influence. 3 Thus, the ex ante marginal cost would include

the cost of capacity and would be given by 5 + TC, while ex post marginal cost would exclude

5, as capacity is sunk unless sold to an entrant. This cost structure with increasing marginal cost

upto capacity, and vertical thereafter, could arise from a fixed-proportions technology where the

supply of one input cannot be easily altered in the short-run (e.g. special-purpose machinery,

airport landing gares), leading to an effective capacity contraint Increasing marginal cost which

is firm-specific could result from the variable input being purchased at a rising supp l.}, price from

different markets (e.g. labor from different local markets).
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A4 - The market inverse demand curve is given by P 78 f(Q), f (Q) < 0, (Q) 5 0, where P is

the price; and Q, incluse), output with f(0) > fi, or clac prion will nover be sufficient to recover

even capacity costs.

A5 - f' •TC"•ciE + (f)2 > 0

The exact role played by this assumption will be explained huer: we use it to eliminate one

particular possibiliry of excess-capacity equilibrium, in which the entrant wastes capacity bought

from the incumbent. By itself, it does not imply, and nor is it implied by, strategic

substitutability. However, together with concave demand, which implies strategic

substitutability, this represents a stronger restriction which relates the degree of concavity in

revenues to convexity of costs.

3. Bi/10*i=

For the gaine cet in Figure 1, we use backward induction to obtain the subgame perfect

equilibrium for this five-stage sequential gaine under perfect information. Let RE(ch,qE) and

IrI(qpqE) denote (respectively) the gross profits of entrant and incumbent, as &actions of

incumbent's and entrant's final-stage output.

Problem in Stage 5 

In this final stage, the incumbent and entrant play a capacity-constrained Cournot gaine,

given previous choices of k , e , c and i . Thus the optimisation problems can be represented by

Max	 Iti(e1I4E)q.e [0,k
J ]

At this stage it will be useful to consider Figure 1 below which maps final-stage capacities into

equilibrium quantity choices.

Insert Figure 1 about here
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As discussed in Eaton and Ware (1987), we have the following mapping from final-stage

capacity vectors into quantity equilibria:

Region I	 - (unconstrained) Cournot point

Region II - quantifies equal to capacities

Region III - point on the entrant's reaction function directly below the capacity point

Region IV - point on the incumbent's reaction fonction directly to the left of the

capacity point

The optimal choices in the final stage (as a fonction of capacities at the start of the final stage) will

be denoted as q(Ici,kE) and qi(ki,kE) or, equivalently as, qE(k-i,e+i) and q1(k-i,e+i).

Problem in Staze 4

Given previous choices of k, e, and c, the entrant must decide how much capacity to buy

from the incombent. The optimization problem can be represented as

Max E(qt(k-i,e+i),qE(k-i,e+i)) - c•i.
ie [0,k]

For notational simplicity, in what follows we suppress the dependence of payoffs on

quantifies, and write ni (qi(k-i,e+i),qe(k-i,e+i)) as iti (k-i,e+i), j = I,E. Thus, the entrant's choice

of capacity to be purchased from the incombent can affect the profits of both parties by altering

the capacities they have when they play the quantity-setting game. This immediately yields a

simple but useful lemma.

Lemma 3.1 . For positive price c, the equilibrium internai demand function is downward
zli

sloping:	 — < O.
dc

Progf: Denote a candidate equilibrium by a sequence of choices fk,e,c,i1. At this stage in the

game, k and e are fixed, so that the only variable affecting ItE is i, the arnount of capacity resold.

Consider c' > c and let i' be optimal given c'. Then for any i < ft') – n E (i) 2 c' (i' – i)

which implies that itE (r) - RE (i) > e (i' – i). To obtain the strict inequality, we must consider

the incumbenes behavior in the previous stage. If ai//c = 0, the incumbent could increase

revenues from capacity resale by raising c, so that in an equilibrium we must have Ai/Ac < O. I
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Problem in Stage 3 

Max tri(k-i(c),e+i(c)) + c4(c).

The incumbent chooses a resale price, c, given previous choices k and e, knowing that

subsequent choices of i, qE and q1 will be made optimally.

Problem in Stage 2.

Max ne(k-i(c(e)),e+i(c(e))) - F•e - c(e)•(c(e)).
e 0

The entrant decides how much capacity to buy from outside after observing the incombent%

choice of k, and anticipating optimal choices of c, q E and q1.

Problem in Stage 1 

Max x1(k-i(c(e(k))),e(k)+i(c(e(k)))) - 	 + c(e(k))•(c(e(k))).
k 0

The incumbent chooses initial capacity knowing that all subsequent choices are going to be made

optimally.

Remark 3.1 (Existence': The existence of a pure strategy equilibrium is guaranteed if the

objective function at each stage from stages 2-5 is strictly quasiconcave in the choice variable at

that stage. This will ensure that the stage 1 objective function is continuous, so that a stage 1

pure strategy optimizing choice exists. Our maintained assomption of quadratic costs is

sufficient for the objective functions in stages 2-5 to be well-behaved. These objective functions

will also be well-behaved if the cost fonction is close (in terme of an appropriate metric deraned in

the space of continuous fonctions) to being quadratic. In the remainder of this section, we

present some lemmas which hold generally, provided a pure strategy equilibrium =Lus.

Lemma 3.2 The incurnbent can 'lever have acess capacity.

Elne Consider a "candidate equilibrium" with excess capacity for the incombent Denote it by

the set {k,e,c,i,q,,qE lk-i > }. Consider another subgame with k reduced so that

k-i = tir It is straightforward to verify from the problems at each stage that subsequent choices

fe,c,i,qrqE will continue to be feasible and optimal in this modified subgame, if they were

feasible and optimal to begin with. For instance, consider the game in Stage 5. If the entrant
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takes q1 as given, and optimises in the candidate equilibrium at qE, this choice continues to be

feasible and optimal even after k 1 is reduced from k to q1 + L Similarly, if the incumbent takes

qE as given, the optimum continues to be at In Figure 3, it is easy to see that in Regions I

and IV as the incumbent's capacity decreases (Le. as we move left) the final-stage equilibrium

remains the same. The saine logic can be used in Stages 4, 3 and 2. But in the first stage the

incumbent will have higher profits by reducing k, so the original equilibrium cannot be subgame

perfect

This eliminates "candidate equilibria" in Regions 1 and 4. We are left with candidate

excess-capacity equilibria in Region 3, which we consider in the next two lernmas.

Lemma 3.3: The entrant can never have ercess capaciry with e > O.

Proof: Denote candidate equilibria by e > 0, e+i > qE and compare them with

(k,e,c,i,q,,qE e max(0,qE-i)}. Again, it is easy to show that by reducing e to max(0,qE-i),

the entrant can increase her profits without disturbing subsequent choices. Hence we can

eliminate this class of candidate equilibria as welL

This leaves, among candidate excess-capacity equllibria in Region 3, only those with

i > 0 and e = 0.

Lemma 3.4: The entrant can never have excess capacity with i > 0, and e = O.

Proof: Let us note that i > 0 and e = 0 would imply that a "buy-and-waste" strategy is optimal

for the entrant. From Figure 3, it is clear that a choice of i, given that the resulting capaciry

vector will be in Region 3, 2,11 affect the subsequent quantity equilibrium. The reason for this is

that in Region 3, (II = k-i, since each unit of capacity bought from the incumbent reduces the

incumbent's final stage quantity by the saine amount, moving the final stage quantity-equilibrium

along the entrant's reaction function. So the strategy adopte in the proof of the previous two

lemmas will sot work. Instead, we must consider how such choices will change. Denote the

candidate equilibrium with (k,e,c,i,q,,q E le 0, i > qE ) and compare it with another in which c

is slightly higher than c (k and e are the same). Given Lemma 3.1, we know that for a small

change in c, i decreases as c is increased..
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If i decreases for a small increase in c, Men the effect on both entrant's and incumbenes

profit is, in general, ambiguous. To eliminate this case, we use the restriction in assomption

A5.4 Consider the problem in Stage 4. As shows in Appendit A, assomption A5 cames that

the Stage 4 problem of the entrant (assuming that her choice of i will place the resulting capacity

vector in Region 3) has an objective function, which is çonvex in i. (Note that the objective

function is still concave in i, for choices of i that will place the resulting capacity vector in Re en

/, the no-excess-capacity region.) This means that if we consider a candidate optimum such that

i > qE given e 0, the entrant could do better by either reducing or increasing Reducing i

below some i' implies that the entrant can no longer expect to be in Region 3, which tales out

equilibria in that region; this may also happen when i is increased beyond some i". If Me optimal

choice is i = k, then the incumbent could mot have been choosing c optimally in the previous

stage. By setting c -* 03, she can force i 0 and capture ail of the joint profits that result from

allowing i = k in the candidate equilibrium. Since the entrant finds a positive choice of i optimal,

it must be the case that the entrant's profits from the output market, f(qE)•qE-TC(qE), must be

positive and greater Man her cost of capacity c •i, where qE e [0,i]. Therefore, the incumbent

will be better off by capturing die entrant's profits as well. So a choice of i > qE given e = 0

canot be consistent with subgarne-perfection.

Remark: It is mot surprising that we have to use A5 to eliminate excess-capacity equilibria

involving a "buy-and-waste" strategy of the entrant Even in Eaton and Ware (1987), who use

the traditional assumption about the nature of investment, the strategic substitutability restriction

(see Bulow, Geanakoplos and Klemperer (1985)), that marginal profits of the eh firm is

decreasing in the output of another firm, plays a crucial role. 5 While our assumption also

imposes a restriction on marginal profits, it does mot imply, and nor is it implied by, strategic

substitutability. Together with concave demand, however, it is stronger than strategic

substitutability. Intuitively, what this restriction does is to ensure that the degree of convexity in

costs is small relative to the degree of concavity in revenues. One should also note that our

assumption about the nature of investment — that it is resalable — is weaker than the traditional
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assomption. Finally, the macler should note that for the most popular parametric example

considered in the literait= (the linear-quadratic case), this restriction is automatically satisfied.

C,ollecting the above dute lemmas, we obtain Proposition 3.1 below.

Proposition 3.1: A subganw-perfect equilibrhon will not be characterized by ercess capaciy.

This implies that the only possible equilibria involve capacities (and quantities) in Region

2 of Figure 3, i.e., the final-stage quantity equilibrium is completely determined by previous

choices. It is now easy to see why the entrant might have an incentive to buy capacity from the

incombent, even at a price greater than the external market price: doing so would reduce the

incumbent's output. In the test of this paper, we study properties of a subgame-perfect

equilibrium, in which both incombent and entrant correctly conjecture that in the final stage all

capacity will be used up.

4. EtlaMlirtaF413iliblitinl

In this section we present varions propositions, assuming that the objective fonction at

each stage is quasiconcave in the choice variable at that stage, so that first-order conditions are

sufficient to characterize the equilibrium. (For the Stage 1 objective fonction to be quasiconcave

we require more than our maintained assomptions. A complex sufficient condition, involving

third derivatives such as f", is available upon request directly from the authors. We note here

that for f•) sufficiently close to linear, this condition is automatically satisfied, guaranteeing even

uniqueness of equilibrium, besides existence, for which, as we have noted above in Remark 3.1,

our maintained assomptions are sufficient) Proposition 3.1 implies that quantity choices in the

final stage are determined by capacity choices made in the previous stages. It also simplifies

consideration of previous stages, where we can now characterize optimal choices using the

denote first-order conditions using • to note the derivative of nE w.r.t i, and so on.
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(4.1) -c + xEi (k-i,e+i) 5 0, i 2 0

(4.2) i(c) + c ic(e) + xci (it-i(c),e+i(c)) ni 0

(4.3)	 - ce(e) i(c(e)) - c(e) ie(c(e)) + ,e,„) 5 0, e i 0

(4.4)	 - ck(e(k)) i(c(e(k))) - c(e(k)) ik(c(e(k))) + /4(,) S 0, k

We are now ready to describe the equilibrium in more detaiL Proposition 4.1 establishes that a

resale market always exists in equilibrium. In other words, firms engage in sharing their

capacities.

Proposition 4.1:

(a) A resale market always emerges in equilibrium, i.e. i>0.

(b) In equilibrium, even when a resale market emerges, the incumbent is the larger firm:

k-i > e+i.

Proof: See Appendix B for details.

When the incumbent firm I chooses c at Stage 3, it assumes (anticipating no excess

capacity) that the price in the product market will be f(k+e), independent of i. Then E's inverse

demand for capacity (it's willingness to pay) is f(k+e) - TC(e+i) while rs marginal cost of

supplying capacity is f(k+e) - TC(k-i), the profit that I could make on successive units of

capacity by using them itself rather than reselling them to E. Evaluating these at	 it is clear

that resale of capacity will occur iff TC(e) < TC(k), iff e < k. Further, since I is a

monopolist in the capacity resale market, the equilibrium i will be less than the level at which Es

willingness to pay is exactly equal rs marginal cost of supplying capacity.

Thus Proposition 4.1 would follow if k > e. To see why this must be so, denote by N

the symmetric Cournot output and consider what would happer if I were to mise capacity to k

slightly above N. There are two cases.

(a) If E anticipates that a resale market will rot emerge (=0), tien it adopts its best response

e = r(k) < N, where this best-response function is based on ex ante marginal cost, which

includes the cost of capacity p. E is like a follower in a Starkelbag game.

(b) I E expects resale, it chooses e < k (a necessary condition for resale).
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In either case, e < k if k > N. But inereasing k slightiy above N gives firm I a zero first-

order loss, while yielding a positive first-order gain due to the induced contraction by E. In case

(a) I gains by the standard Dixit-Spence reasoning. In case (b) it gains because its profit given

resale must exceed its profit given no resale (an avallable option), and the latter exceeds its profit

at the symmetric Cournot equilibrium with each capacity equal to N. Ibis prediction of a long-

run size advantage contra= with the results in Kantien, et al (1989) which predict equal sharing

regardless of whether the winner or the !oser in the first-stage bidding sets the terms of the

subcontract

Proposition 4.2

In equilibrium, as e increases botte i and c decrease:
di	 1

Proof: Sec Appendix B.

Thus, we see that while c falls as e rises, and Lemma 3.1 tells us that i rises as c falls, yet

the overall effect of a change in e on i is negative. This is because the choice of i by the entrant in

Stage 4 is affected by e not only indire.ctly via the incumbent's choice of c but also directly.

Under our maintained assumptions this direct effect, which is negative, dominates.

The next proposition identifies how i, c, and e choices are affected by the incumbent's

initial choice of k.

Emposition 4.1

dk	 18 f ' + 9 f " e – 16<0

di	 3 (3 r + 2 f" e –2) 
dk – 18 f' + 9 f" e – 16

de	 – 14 f' + 9 (r) 2 + 8 + 6 f" e >< o
dk	 18 f ' + 9 f" c –16

dewith — < 0 for sufficiently small –6f'e.dk

de	 4
c =f --s<0

de	 –9 f' – 9 f" e + 2 
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proof: See Appendix B.

This proposition makes it very clear why the incumbent cannot choke off entry with a

choice of k alone: as k rises, e falls but i rises, so they cannot botte be driven to zero. This is

also illustrated by Figure 3 which à drawn for the parametric example we consirler in Section 5.

So in a world without fixed costs entry deterrence is not even feasil:de, let alone optimal, if

capacity is resalable. is interesting that the effects on e and i can be signed unambiguously

even though the effect on c casuel, unless we impose further restrictions. This suggests that

even if c rises as k rises, it does not rise by much, and that the fa in e is sufficient to ensure an

increase in i. As k is raised, c is guaranteed to fall for demand furetions that are not very convex

(e.g. linear demand), or if in Stage 2 the entrant is induced in general to pick a low e. This will

happen when the market is inherently not very profitable, say, because of high ift, the extemal

capacity colt or a sufficiently low price function in the output market

While we have established so far that entry cannot be deterred, and why in gencral sonie

transfer of capacity from incumbent to entrant will take place, the next proposition characterizes

the transfer price c.

Proposition 4.4: The internai market equilibrium capacity price exceeds the external market

capacity price, i.e., c > 5.

Proof: See Appendix B.

Using Proposition 4.3 the proof shows that if c 5 die incumbent can do better by

reducing k. The resulting saving outweighs foregone profits in both the output market and the

capacity resale market. With an equilibrium c we get a better ides of why a capacity resale

market may facilitate collusion in a noncooperative setting. Though increasing marginal costs

ensure higher joint profits from a more symmetric equilibrium, it is only because of a capacity

resale price c > p that the incumbent is able to extract some of the surplus. Further, the entrant is

willing in equilibrium to pay such a price because in doing so she is buying not only capacity but

also a reduction of the incumbent's output. The lest proposition of this section estabiishes that

capacity resale markets can serve as a collusion facilitation mechanism.
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proposition 4.5: For any given level of capacity investment k by the incumbent, such .that the

final stage will be in Region 2 (no-excess-capacity region), total output when capacity is resalable

is no more thon when it is not.

Proof; See Appendix B for the formai argument

Since total output in Model 1 and 2 is simply lt-Fe, the result follows from comparing the

values of e(k) in both modes. It suggests that for a given level of ic, resale markets serve as a

collusion facilitating mechanism. From a policy perspective, this would suggest that regulators

charged with enforeing antitrust law should note that selling capacity to a competitor – at a price

above the external market price for such capacity – may be an indication of anti-competitive

behavior. However, given the possibility of resale, the incumbent may no longer choose the

same k. In fact, as we shall see in the pararnetric example in the next section, she may choose a

higher k, taking advantage of opportunities in the resale market_ By doing so, the incumbent can

offset the collusive effect

5. Parametric Example 

To characterize the equilibrium in more detail, and to demonstrate the above results, we

consider a quadratic example for which we can compute the choices at each stage explicitly.

P = a - bQ. a, b>0, and TC = mq .2 ; j = I,E, m>0.

Without loss of generality, we set b, m, and p all equal to unity. This allows us to describe ail

the results in terms of a single parameter, a. The resulting equilibrium solutions at each stage,

the overall equilibrium choices, and the equilibrium payoffs are all given in Table 3. For purpose

of comparison, we use Model 2 — a world without resale markets — as a benchmark. The

results for Model 2 are summarized in Table 4.

It is easy to verify from Table 3 that the internai demand function (for capacity) is

downward-sloping and chat the internai market price c exceeds F. Also, the incumbent has a

long-run size advantage. Resale markets emerge: i > O. Thus it is never optimal to deter entry.

To see whether entry is feasible the incumbent must be able to force both e and i to zero. Note
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from Table 3 that kiv9(a-1)/11, would force e-0. However, for k in this range (and given a

parameter region sirpporting a subgarne-perfect equilibtiurn with no excess capacity), i is positive

and rising, sine from Table 3 i k/3, given that ein0. Titus (e + i) b always positive for

positive k, and no mana how large k is, the incumbent cannot credibly indicate to the entrant that

c will be so large that she must stay out

Comparing the Stage 2 e(k) values in Tables 3 and 4, we note that total output with

resalable capacity is no more chan in the benchmark case, and is strictly leu if k à in a range

suggesting that a resale market will emerge. However, with the prospect of a resale market for

capacity, the incumbent now has an incentive to initially invest in a much larger k, to die point of

overturning the collusive effect Therefore we have die following remark.

Remark 5.1: Resale markets (strictly) increase industry output.

This can be seen by comparing the quantities k + e in Tables 3 and 4. Thus, the overall impact of

resale markets is an increase in the incumbent's initial investrnent in k, such that the overall

industry output is higher and equilibrium puces lower. Even though resale markets facilitate

collusion (given k), they also encourage the incumbent to buy more capacity initially in

anticipation of sharing part of the capacity with the entrant The next remark follows from a

comparison of profits in Table 3 and 4.

Remark 5.2: With resalable capacity, the entrant is worse off, but the inmonbent is better off

despite the entrant having a Urger shore, relative to the case with no resale.

Remark 5.2 implies that the first-mover advantage is magnifiai despite inability to precomrnit to a

particular output level. This suggests a possible non-monotonicity in markets with resalable

capacity, contrary to the accepted wisdom that the fast-mover advantage should disappear as

precornmitrnent becomes more =vocable. It is interesting to note that Remark 5.2 holds despite

the entrant having a larger share relative to the case with no resalable capacity. This is so because

the entrant has to pay a price, in the foret of a mark-up, which in turf facilitates collusion.

As far as welfare is concernai, it is clear that consumas benefit from the lower price of

final output, and we have already seen that the incumbent u better off as welL Only the entrant
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faces worse. Table 5 shows the consumer welfare, producer welfare, and total welfare

expressions for Models 1 and 2. Comparison of there values shows that the greater consumer

surplus in a world with resale markets more than offsets the reduction in producer surplus, so

that the total surplus is higher with resale markets.

One concern a reader may have is that the game tree we have analyzed seems to confer

too link power on the entrant. While a detailed consideration of robustness is beyond the scope

of this paper, we have studied the pararnetric example under an alternative gaine Cree in which a

priori the entrant world seem to have more power. Afar the incumbent chooses k, the entrant

picks c, the price (a take-it-or-leave-it-offer) at which she is willing to buy capacity from the

incumbent. Then the incumbent chooses i, the amount of capacity she will sell, with the entrant

later having an opportunity to buy e from the external market. For this gaine, we can again show

(for the same parametric example) that there will be no excess capacity in equilibrium, that a

resale market will emerge and that the resale price will exceed Giving the entrant more power

does make her better off relative to the benchmark Model 2. However, the incumbent is still

better off. Consumers, however, are worse off.

6. Flxed Coqs and Entry Deterrence

The analysis so far has assumed that there are no fixed cous. This has allowed us to

highlight the added benefit of allowing entry when capacity is resalable. However, together with

increasing marginal costs, zero fixed costs imply that even in the benchmark case where capacity

is not resalable, entry deterrence is never optimal, which sains strong on empirical grounds. To

provide a more complete picore of the effect of capacity being resalable, in this section we

introduce fixed costs (F) in the pararnétric example of Section 5, and analyze entry deterrence as

well. The main result of this section is to show that not only does resalable capacity make

allowing entry more attractive for the incumbent, but also the added benefit from allowing entry

may be large enough to offset a loss of the ability to deter entry, even when entry deterrence is

optimal in a world with non-resalable capacity.
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To begin with let us note that for sufficiently amall fixed costs, entry accomodation

would still be optimal in both worlds, and the analysis of the previons sections would still hold.

As each player's fixed cost F increases it shifts the profit fonction downwards. Further, as F

increases the range of entry-deterring values of k, the incombent% initial choice of capacity, also

increases. As a resuit the incumbent may fend it not only fusible but even optimal to choose

deterrence. For very large F, deterrence would be optimal in both worlds. h is for F in an

intermediate range Mat a priori there seems to be some ambiguity about the relative value to an

incumbent of the ability w deter entry and the ability to exploit a capacity resale market. We use

our pararnetric example to provide a limited analysis of the incumbent's welfare.

6.1 Enuz, deterrence with non-resalable capacity

In the classical benchmark case with no resale opportunities (Model 2), entry deterrence is
feasible for k's above a certain threshold level k. For °ta parametric example we can set the

entrant's profit function ta zero and solve for k=kNR, to get

kNR=a-1-24/

Thus, entry is deterred for any k 2 km. Note that when F 0, e(k)	 Thus, e(k) = 0

fork>a-1. Since k 	 decreasing in F, as F increases, even smaller k's deter, malcing entry

deterrence more attractive, and for F large enough, even optimal.

6.2EnIndelerrenCeeilhirSaLthitleiCilzt

When capacity is resalable (Model 1), entry deterrence becomes more difficult to analyze. In

order to determine those k's which set the entrant% profits w zero, we must consider each of the

three regions of k defined in stage 2:

	

Region 1:	 k <	 i(k) = 0, e(k) (ffsn.

	

< k <	 (9)(a.1),	 .201.1411, e(k) (9(a-1)-11k) i(k)Region 2: 34
A

	

Region 3:	 k > k, i(k) = -5 , e(k) = 0

Figure 2 plots the three regions and associated choices of e and i.

< INSERT Figure 2 ABOUT HERE>
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Assuming for the moment duit F4, we derive the following entrant's profit function (always

positive) over the there regions:

Region 1:	 k < k,	 8
< <k  irE (21k2 - 22k(a-1) + 9(a-1)21 

68

kARegion 3:	 k > _E k2
74, .3-

h is straightforward to establish that icE is continuous and differentiable everywhere, including at

the boundaries. As Figure 3 shows, for F.. ) entry deterrence is not even feasible, assuming as

always that we are in a parameter region supporting a subgame-perfeet equilibrium, in which

there cannot be any excess capacity. (The assumed functional forets may not be valid in other

parameter regions.)

<INSERT Figure 3 ABOUT HERE>

When fixed costs are introduced these profit functions shift downwards by F. It can be seen that
2 11Fwh en F= 2/ entry deterrence is just feasible with k k = (--)(a-1). As F increases, the21

interval of values of k that cause entry deterrence inereases, and a minor difference relative to the

benchmark case is that now the interval is bounded both from below and above, i.e. for
m ç4 

k's
a-1) 

beyond a certain point i will become positive. (Sine the ex ante monopoly point, k a - 	is

always to the left of k, any potential deterrence region to the right of k is irrelevant.) As F rises

 
(a

2
-1

1
)2

, w begin with the entire entry deterrence interval will lie in Region 2, and thefrom	
_

boundaries are defined by the two roots of xe in this region, given by k ±
9[2 Nir7-

	

	 – (a-1)2] 
. Furthermore, while under Model 2, F = —128 (a-1)

2 is sufficient to21
77blockade entry, under Model 1 a langer F, F – (a-1)2 is needed to blockadc entry, so clearly

for F in this interval while the incumbent can secure the profits of an unchallenged monopoly

under Model 2, she must commit, under Model 1, to higher output (yielding lower profits) to

deter entry, though she would still find deterrence optimal for F close enough to the entry-

blockading levet.

A	 (k2 - 2k(a-1) + (a-1)21 

Region 2:
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When F rises to (a-1)2 then even k will deter entry. For any F larget than this, we25

begin to have k's in Region 1 being feasible for entry deterrence. In Region I, however, we are

essentially in die no resale case (since i(k) 0 in Region 1), and die entrant% profit fonction
under resale is identical to the no-resale case. h follows that in Region 1 any k > kem deters

entry.

Comparing the entry deterring regions of model 1 to model 2 we find that for snfficiently
large F, the minimum k that deters entry is in Region 1 and is identical (k NR) for both models.

2As F falls beneath (15--) (a-1)2 under die benchmark the minimum k that deters entry avril strll be

given by k. This is smaller than the minimum entry deterring k under Model 1 which is given

by the smaller root of the entrant% profit function in Region 2 (given by

k - (2 1721F – (a-1)2] 
•21

This implies that any k that dotas entry with resalable capacity must be at least as large as

the k that deters entry when capacity is not resalable. Hence, for levels of F such that deterrence

is optimal in both models (Le. large F), the incumbent cannot be better off with resalable

capacity. When allowing entry is optimal for both models (small F) our earlier analysis tells us

that the incumbent will be better off.

We now consider intermediate F, for which entry deterrence is optimal under Model 2

while allowing entry is optimal under Model 1. Will the incumbent still ever have a preference

for resalable capacity, despite die accompanying loss of die ability to deter? We show below that

the answer depends again on the level of F: for smaller values of F in this intermediate range, the

incumbent is still bette: off under Model 1. As F rises the incumbent fends the dilution of

cornmitment accompanying resalable capacity more costly to bear, and eventually will find Model

2 preferable. To demonstrate this we construct exarnples as follows.

We can be certain that the incumbent accomodates entry under Model 1 whenever
F < (21)(a-1)2	(Condition 1)
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in which case deterrence is not even feasible The incumbent's profits in this case (see Table 3)

are given by (
409
—Xa-1)2 - F. Condition 1 specifies an upper bound on F.

Under Model 2 if the incumbent chooses to deter entry, she will pick k=k. To be

consistent with no-excess-capacity in die final stage it must be the case that the incumbent's

monopoly output (assuming ex post marginal costs) (W4) must exceed k m, which yields a lower

bound on F.

F (3a-4)2
> 128 (Condition 2)

The incumbent's profits under Model 2 when entry is deterred, is given by

(a-1) 642 NrÉ–(a-1)2 – 17F

For deterrence to be optimal under Model 2, the above should exceed his profits from allowing

entry, which we can get using Table 4. This requires

(a-1) 642 Jr- (a-1)2 – 17F > (1)(a-1)2 – F	 (Condition 3)

Fin if the incumbent is to prefer deterring entry under Model 2 to allowing entry under Model

1, die LHS of the above expression should exceed the incumbent's profits from allowing entry

under Model 1, so we get (using Table 3)

(a-1) a2 .W– (a-1)2 – 17F > (a) (a-1)2 – F	 (Condition 4)

In (e ,a) space, Conditions 1 and 2 define (together with the x-axis), a triangulai region. To see

chat there is a non-null region in which an incumbent may prefer bn live in the world of Model 1,

let a=2, in which case Conditions 1 and 2 imply F must lie in (.03125, .04761). For F <

0.04508, deterrence is optimal in neither world (both Conditions 3 and 4 art violated). As F rises
20

to 0.04524 (say, at F=T--43 =0.04514) deterrence becomes optimal under Model 2 but the benefits

from resale possibilities under Model 1 outweigh a lors of commitment (only Condition 4 is
1

violated). As F rises beyond this (say, at 	 = 0.04544) all four conditions are satisfied, i.e.

the incumbent now rnakes higher profits by deterring entry under Model 2 than by allowing entry

under Model 1. For small perturbations of mir parameters, these conclusions will stil' hold.6

This example is sufficient to demonstrate that even for intemiediate ranges of F, in which
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deterrence may be optimal under Mortel 2 while accomodation is optimal under Model 1, it is still

the case that, for a non-null region, the benefits from entry accomodation with resalable capacity

are so great that they outweigh a loss of commitment, and the incumbent is still becter off with

resalable capacity than without Of course, as F rises, entry deterrence becomes relatively more

attractive in both worids, to the point where the incumbent may become worse off with resalable

capacity. This helps provide a more complete story of the effect of resalable capacity.

7. Conclinion

In this paper, we have tried to contribute towards an understanding of the implications of

quasi-irrevocable investment and, in particular the role of a capacity resale market. Resale

markets emerge in our model because each party has an immédiate incentive to share capacity and

keep output low, rather chan increasing output by purchasing more capacity from the extemal

market. We have seen that while resale markets facilitate sharing of capacity and thereby have a

collusive effect, their very existence croates an incentive for the incumbent to invest initially in a

higher level of capacity, which leads to a higher level of industry output in equilibrium.

While entry is, as expected, casier with resale markets, despite this, the incwnbent's

payoff is higher with resale markets, whereas the entrant is worse off. Furtherrnore, the

incumbent is able to sell capacity to the entrant at a price above the extemal market price. Both of

these observations suggest an increase in the fust-rnover advantage by malcing precommitment

quasi-irrevocable. Tite most important insight in this analysis is that while the incumbenes

precornrnitment problem is more complex, because of resalability, she also acquires a new source

of power from having an additional instrument, the price at which to resell capacity. We have

shows that the additional benefit with resalable capacity from allowing entry may even outweigh

a loss of the ability to deter entry. Thus, in considering settings with limited commitment, it is

possibly of some importance to also inquire into the source of such limits.
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mrsaidiLà

Petails about Lemma 3.4. Case 2

We show below that assumption AS entants duit the objective function of the entrant in

Stage 4 is coavex in i, assuming that i will place the resulting capacity vector is in Region 3.

The objective function can te wriuen as x4 z xE(q14E) - c•i

where	 k i (the incombent is not expected to have excess capacity)

and qE = qE(Ic-i) (the entrant experts to pick a point on her unconstrained reaction function).

Ed2 rt4
E	 4, E ciciE E	 E

–7c 11 .4.`e 12 . 71c7 +%22 . ciq )2+22 	 2dit	 dqI

. rt2Ewhere subscripts in the RHS dente partial derivatives. Along the reaction function 	 = 0,

-E, = E edgE )+ itEhence the last terni vanishes. Also, F
d

- (n2) – x22 dq 	 12	
aiong	 qE(qi)

41	 1/4 I

" lt12Using this, and noting that =- – 
It."

É2 , we can simplify the above s.o.c. and write it as

22
E 2

-(t 12) 	2 	 iE + a i 1 , which can be expressecl as f' • TC" • qE + (f) , which s assumed to be
/c22

positive.

The now classical restrictions of strategic substitutability and strategic complementarity are

defined only in ternis of the cross-partial 1c r. When gil2 < ° (> 0) we have

strategic substitutability (complernentarity).
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At111/21e2a

This section collects the proofs in Section 4.7 The starting point is Proposition 3.1 which

assures us that there can be no excess capacity in equilibrium. Hence we are in Region II at

every stage of the five-stage sequential game. Since the propositions collect results from

different stages in the backward-induction based solution procedure, we have found it convenient

to first define and prove more limited daims, which are numbered to match the propositions.

Proof of Proposition 4.1 

Stage 5: q1 = k - i qE = e + i	 (by Proposition 3.1)

Stage 4: The entrant's problem is given by

mas {f(k+e)(e+i) - ci - TC(e+i)}
i 2 0
foc	 f(k+e) - c- TC'(e+i) S 0, 	 i 2 0

The unique solution (since the soc hold everywhere for any TC" > 0) is given by

0	 for c 2 f(k+e) - TC'(e)
i(c) =

TC-`(f(k+e)-c)-e otherwise

Note that i(c) is continuous everywhere and differentiable except at c = f(k+e) - TC(e).

di
Cri =

0
1

if c > f(k+e) - TC'(e)

if c < f(k+c) - TC(e)TC"(e+i(c)) < o

Note that for quadratic costs TC'(e) = 2e and TC" = 2. These values will be used below.

Chtim 4.1(a) i > 0 iff e <k.

Proof of Cairn 4.1(a);

Since i(c) 3 0 for c 2 f(k+c) - TC(e) the appropriate problem for the incombent at Stage 3 is

!raz	 (f(k+e)(k-i(c)) + ci(c) - TC(k-i(c)))
c 5 f(k+e) - TC'(e)
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where we can use the one-sided derivative

di I	 1
erc c f(k+e) - TC'(e)	 TC"(e) c f(k+e) TC(e).

foc: i(c) + j-f(k+e) + c + TC(k-i(c))] 2 0

and c 5 f(k+e) - TC(e)

Since the soc holds everywhere for any TC"' S 0 the solution to foc is unique. It follows that

c* f(k+e) - TC(e) solves foc iff TC(e) 2 TC(k) iff e 2 k. So we have

Case 1: e 2 k then c* = f(k+e) TC(e) and i(c*) = 0

Case 2: e < k then c* < f(k+e) TC(e) and i(c*) > 0

Cairn 4.1(1:* If e < k Men k - i(c*) > e + i(c*) wbere c* c*(k,e) is the solution at the third

stage.

Proof of Cairn 4.1(b: Check Stage 3 foc at t s.t. k - i(t) e + i(t).

	

k+e	 k-eThe required c is 8 = f(k+e) - TC Min which case i(t) = 2 .2

Then the Stage 3 foc evaluated at t is

f(k+e) + (f(k+e) - TC' CP)) + TC' CP)] = k2> 0

	

di	 k-eSoc should be raised above Since < 0 at t, the optimal c yields i <-r and
k - i(c*) > e + i(c*).

Thus, at this point, if e < k, we can show both part (a) and (b) of Proposition 4.1. What rernains

is to show that e < k. To do this we must consider Stage 2 next. But before that it is useful (in

verifying soc in sonne cases) to characterize choices of i and c in ternis of e, if e < k.
di	 1	 dc	 ,

Claim 4.2:	 If e < k, and with qquadrantcosts, je- = – 5 and -d–e = f – 4
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Pmof of Claim 4.2; Using aairn 4.1(a), if e < k, i and c will be interior choices, given by

Stage 4 foc	 f(k + e) — TC (e + i) —c	 0	 (1)

Stage 3 foc dcdii(c) +	 [ f(k + e) + c + TC (k i(c))] ut 0 (2)

• Totally differentiating (1) and (2) above w.r.t e, and collecting coefficients of

di	 dc-d—c and -re , we get

L
fe[— TC"(e + i)	 -1

2.d	 di1 - d
di—c • TC"(k - i) dc [ —f + c + TC'(k - i)] + d—é-

— f + TC"(e + i)

= [	 ,
• f

I•lote • If TC"'

as

2.d is guaranteed to exist and be positive.

di	 dcmatrix, we can solve for -cre and (Te- as

5 0, then	 0 and the determinant
de2

the determinant of the coefficient

d2.

Defining

Thus

de

de

—de
di

1
à

< 0 '

--	 1

— TC"(e + i)

—	 TC"(e+i)f +

di f'

][_•

dc

f	 TC'(k	 i)]+ c +	 -	 +

di •	 TC"(k - i) -1

dc— < 0de

Further, for
2.d
	

di 1	 diso we get	 = 41 and -ddc-c = f - 3quadratic costs, 	 = 0 and	 —
d

{= O,Ve e [keE(10] . Thus in Stage 2,

given k, there are 2 functional forms depending on whether e e [kzE(k)] or e e [0,k].

Stage 2:	 Stage 3 solution implies that i
> 0,Ve e [0,k]
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e e [k,rE(k)]. Then i ■ 0, and the entrant's problem à given by

max { f(k+e)e - TC(e) - pe }
e E [ ...]

• [keE(c)]

foc	 f(k+e) + er (k+e) - TC.(e) - p = 0 for an interior solution.

soc 2f (k+e) + er(k+e) - Tr(e) < 0 everywhere.

Therefore we need only check at e k and e rE(k) bottiers.

(i) M e = rE(k), f(k+e) + ef(k4e) - TC(e) = 0 by the definition of r E(k) (it's a reaction

function of an unconstrained Cournot gaine) so the foc is negative hem which implies e* < rE(k).

(ii) At e = k, the foc is f(2k) + kf(2k) - TC(k) - F. Note that this is decreasing in k so there

exists a k such that (f(21e) + firf(2k) - TC(k.') - 	 0) and e* > k for k < and e* = le for k =

e* is just given by the standard reaction function for a firrn with cost = TC(e) +

Case 2: e e [0,k]

max f(k+e)[e+i(c(e))] - TC(e+i(c(e))) - pe - c(e)i(c(e)) }
e e [0,k]
Let e** be the solution.

Clain,: At le, e** = e*.

End: Assuming stage 2 soc holds everywhere (which is truc for quadratic costs, TC"' = 0),

we just need to check

-	 -
de at k' e = k, c = f(2k) TC(i), i = O.

E did– f' (k+e)[e+i] + f(c+e)[1 + ire] - TC(e+i)[1 +	 -F-it -c de
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At k = fe, e = c = f(21C) TC(i), i 0, we have

drIE
di r -	 . dc– f(2fc)fc + f(2k) TC(k. )	 + [f(2k) - TC'(k) -	 -	 = 0 where f(21.1)iide

+ f(2k) TC(C) =0 by the defmition of fc'. Thon:fore, there is a kink in the rue e(k)

function at fi, but it is continuous.

Thus we now know that e < k if k > fc To complete the proof of Proposition 4.1, we must

check if k > e, so we must consider Stage 1.

Stage 1:

Case 1; Let us check at k < ft. (relevant when e(k) > k). Then e*(k) satisfies

f(k+e) + e e (k+e) - TC'(e) - p = o and i = 0, and k is defirr-d by f(2k) + kf(21e) -TC4) - p = O.

In this region, (where e* is the appropriate solution), the incurnbenfs problem is max
k20

f(k+e*(k))k - TC(k) -

e*(k) is just the reaction function for the full cost problem (cost = TC(e) + Fe).

Let k*(e) be die reaction function for the full cost problem as welL

Given the syrnmetry of Me reaction functions, and the Stackelberg structure of the problem, the

solution to the above maximization problem is such that the optimal k is greater than k (which is

outside the relevant range for this case)

Case 2: Let us check at k	 We need only show that dd$ > 0 at k le when using the

appropriate one-sided derivatives, etc.

n'( c) 	= f(k+e**(k))[1c-i(c(e**(k))] - TC(k-i(c(e**(k)))) - + c(e**(k))i(c(e**(k)).

= r (k+41 +	 [k-i] + f(k+e) [1 - cc-f-ki]

di – dcTC.(k-41 -] -p + t + cdi

dre
dk
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M k = e =	 f(2e) - Te(k), i = 0, which yields, after nsing the definition of 11, and

simplifying,

fr r (21.4[1].

de**	 difTherefore, given r < 0, we need only show — < 0 for d—rc be positive at k = k.dk I k

e**(k) is defined by the foc for the entrant in Stage 2, Case 2, given by

di	 di — dc dif(k+e)[e+i] + f(k+e) [1 + Fei T C (e i+ ) [1 +] -p i -cre c £0.

deRather than show that —dk < 0 only at k e, in the next daim will show this holds for all k in this

range, in which c, and e are interior choices. This will serve to complete the proof of not only

Proposition 4.1 but also Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 as welL

di	 de	 dc >
Claim 4.3:	 — > 0, — < 0, — < 0, for quadratic colts.dk	 dk	 dk

driI
dk

proof of Cairn 4.3-,

—2	 —1

12	 2

1_0

Totally differentiating Stage 4, 3, and 2 foc's wrt k, we get, after some

algebra

(f-2)	 —

1—2	
r	

2

f 1
f '	 de	 =	 1 — i f '

dk
[ :e	 —f"e — f'1

(3f' + f" e -- 45)	 —	 dk —

Our maintained assumptions are sufficient to sign each element of the coefficient matrix, and we
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get the following pattern:

h is straightforward to verify that the matrix is nonsingular.

A useful intermediate step, and one which is also computationally simpler given the structure of
di	 dc	 dethe coefficient matrix, is to solve for a- and	 first in terme of ak- So we consider

-1 di
d—Y

-f' - (f-2) ddk

-1
2 de[

1--11	 d e- f2	 - 2	 dk

which yields

di
[

-1
1[7

= 3
-2

1

2

[ -f' - (f' - 2) ddi

1	 d e1 -	 - I f dk

„	 d e1	
cvd

d e	 2f (1 + -- ) - 5 (1
d e+ 2-d -k-)

deSubstituting in the equation for -c-lk- , and solving for it, we get, after some algebra

de	 - 9 f" e -
-	

9 f' + 2 	e 0 (for k	 which can also be written asdk	 18 f' ' + 9 f " e - 16 

de 	 14 - 9 f' 
dk - 16 - 18f' - 9 f" e	 1

de	 1	 di	 25from which it is apparent that -1 < -- <0 and =3 <	 <  . Substituting, we get

di	 3 (-3 f' - 2 f" e +2)	 n
dk - (16 - 18 f' - 9 f" e) >u

de	 14f' - 9f2 - 8 - 6f"e<0
dk -	 (16 - 18f' - 9 f" e)	 >

which is negative if -6f " e is small, but ambiguous in generaL

{

-
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Thus, we can now make the following daim.

Claim 4.1: There is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium with no-excess-capacity, involving

interior choices of k, e, c and i, with k > e < k, c < f (k+e) - TC(e) and i > 0.

This serves to complete the profs of Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3.

Proof of Proposition 4.4: 

Assume c É 5 in a subgame-perfect equilibrium. Then the Stage 1 foc characterizbig the

incumbent's choice of k, can be written as

	

di	 dc
(f (k + e) – TC' (k - i) – c) (1 _ cir)_	 + f(lc + e) (k i(k)) (1 + de(rd + cTk-

With quadratic costs, and noting that choices of c, and e would be made optimally, dûs can be

rewritten as
di	 d c

f(k +e) (2k 3+ e)(1 +	 –c) +C e)[--2 (1 – --) + --Tc] < 0,

k-ewhere we have used i = — and c = f(k + e) 4– e – 2– k and the définitions and bounds stated in3	 3	 3 '

Proposition 4.3. In particular, the last tenu in square brackets,

( 1 – +di d c	 – 28 + 32f' 	
<

– 9(f')2	 n
H 2	 ) – 16 – 18f' – 9f"e 

This implies that k could not have been chosen optimally in Stage 1, so c 5 p is not consistent

with equilibrium. Hence c > p .

Proof of Proposition 4.5;

Under Model 2 in which capacity is not resalable, we can again show that there will not be any

excess capacity in a subgame-perfect equilibrium, so qs e and ch k. The problem of the

entrant in Stage 2 (under Model 2) is then identical to the entrant es problem in Case 1 of Stage 2

considered in the proof of Proposition 4.2, except for the allowable range of e, and is given by

max {f(k + e) – TC(e) – Fe}

e 0
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S ince soc < 0 everywhere, the optimal choice of e is characterized by

foc f(k + e) + ef + e) –2e 	 = 0,

where we have used TC.(e) = 2e given quadratic costs.

Denote the optimal choice of e by e°. Now consider the optimal e under Model 1, in

which capacity is resalable. Using results contained above in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we

know chat in Stage 2 we must consider 2 cases.

Case I : For k	 note that the optimal choice we denoted before by e is defined by exactly the

saine foc as cc. above, hence the foc will vanish when evaluated at e =
4	 2

Case 2,1 For k > we know e E [0,1c]. Using i	 c – f(k + e) – se – (which we get

from the Stage 4 and Stage 3 foc's), the foc for this case simplifies to
–f(k + e) + ef(k + e) –2e – p – 2 (k - e).

Evaivated at	 o. this is not positive if e ek, which must hold if this foc is relevant. Therefore,

the optimal e
**

e . For eo< k, this foc evaluated at 	 is strictly negative, and so e**<e°.
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Endnotes

'Some alternative sequences of choices — for the sure set of choice variables — will never give
rise to a resale market in a subgame-perfect equilibrium. Consider gaines where the amount of
capacity resold is chosen (either by incumbent or entrant) before its prame. If a positive value is
selected by the entrant (incumbent) the incumbent( entrant) mil then select an infmite (zero)
price, so that in equilibrium no capacity will be resold While dûs does not exhaust all possible
alternatives, investigating robustness with respect to choice of gaine free is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, as we mention at the end of Section 5, we did study the parametric
example under an alternative gaine tree in which the entrant a priori would seem to have more
power, and our mort important results seem qualitatively unchanged.

2Most other papers (e.g., Eaton and Ware (1987)) assume constant marginal costs, rather chan
(strictly) convex costs. This presents the entranes choice in the resale market from becoming an
"all-or-nothing" decision.

3This assumption is similar to that in Dixit (1980). Eaton and Ware (1987) use a different
assumption: they assume decreasing average capacity costs. While we have not investigated the
sensitivity of our results to this assumption, a priori, it would seem that it would be even easier
for an incumbent to compete against an upstream capacity supplier with such costs, which would
make the emergence of a resale market for capacity, if entry is allowed, even more likely.

4We are grateful to a referee for pointing out a useful fact which allowed us to simplify the
condition we had in a previous version of this paper.

5They present it as an equivalent restriction on marginal revenues.

6To readers concerned about our having to go to the fourth decimai place, we must point out that
tins is only because of the parameter values assurned in out . linear-quadratic example. With
suitable rescaling these regions can be made as large as one wants.

7We owe a very special debt to Bill Novshek, for patiently demonstrating how to explicitly take
care of boundary cases, and for convincing us of the importance of doing so.
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Stage Event

t = 1 Incombent chooses initial capacity, k > O.

t = 2 Entrant chooses capacity e 2 0, to be parchased from the external
market

t = 3 Incumbent chooses a price c, a take-it-or-leave-it offer, at which to
sell capacity to the entrant

t = 4 Entrant chooses i 2 0, the capacity purchased from the incumbent.

t = 5 Incumbent chooses q 1 e p[0,k-i]; entrant chooses qE e [0,e+i].

They play a Cournot gaine given capacity constraints.

Table 1 lime structure for Model 1, the gaine with resalable capacity.

Stage Event

t = 1 Incumbent chooses initial capacity, k > O.

t = 2 Entrant chooses capacity e 2 0, to be purchased from the external
market

t = 3 Incumbent chooses qI E p[0,1c]; entrant chooses qE e [0,e]. They

play a Cournot game given capacity constraints.

Table Z Time structure for Model 2, the gaine without resalable capacity.
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Table 3

Eguilibrium Values for Model 1 

(Model with resalable capacity, under the gaine free described in Table 1.
Proposition 3.1, guaranteeing no excess capacity, is taken as given, so that in Stage
5, quantities equal capacities. Thus, these values are valid only under parameter
restrictions guaranteeing a Region 2 equilibrium. Choice functions defined below
are also valid only in this region.)

îta gel
k + 3e + c - a

i(c)	 =	 2	 ' c 5 a - k - 3e
0,	 otherwise.

Stage 3
{ 5k + 7e - 3a, e <kc(e)	 3
a - k - 3e,	 e	 k

i(c(e))
k- e
3 '

0,

c < k

e k

	

1 

,

	

	 k > _ 9(a - 1) 0
11

I 1 k - 9a + 9	 é _ a-1 s_ .	 e 9(a - I)

	

34	 ' &	 5	 11

a - k 1 
k5 e

	

5k - 3a	 R 9(a - 1) k> –3	 '	 11

c(e(k))	 _ 3 lk - 1 3a - 2 1	 _ a-1c	 _ 9(a - 1)

	

34	 ' K	 5	 11

	

a k +3	 k	 = a-1
4	 '	 5

e(k)
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i(c(e(k))) = 3(5k - a + 1)
34	 '

0,

k>

sire t= 9-Q1z1111

k5 e am a 5

481(a-1) k = 9°(i1.-1)1263	 e – 2526

c - 437a+2089	 . 11(a-1) 
2526	 1– 842

Profits
I 409(a-1)2	E 158131(a.1)2– 	5052 '	 – 2126892

Notes:

1. These values pertain to the special case of the linear-quadratic model, with b = m	 = 1.

2. To ensure that the price intercept, f(0) > we must have a > 1.

3. To ensure that the equilibriurn capacity vector lies in Region 2, vie must have
1351a	 – 15.35.
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Table 4

gulibrium Values for Model Z

(Model where capacity is not resalable nada the gante Cree described
in Table 2. As in the case of Table 3, the values in

dûs table are also only valid in the no-excess-capacity region.)

Stage 2	 Optimal Values (given k)

k - a + 1 
e(k) = {—	 4

0,

k < a - 1

k 2 a - 1

Overall Equilibdurrt
Ea:12

e — 
11(a-1) 

14	 56

Profits

7rI  9(a-1)2 E 121(a-1)2

112	 = 1568

Notes:

1. These values also putain to the special case of the linear-quadratic model with

b = m = = 1.

2. To entre that the price intercept, f(0) > F, vie must have a > 1.

3. To ensure that dm equilibrium capacity vector lies in Region 2, we must have
59a5-3— = 19.66.



Table 5 

Welfare Cornparisons

Mo 11 tolodel 2

Consumer Surplus 0.0882(a-1)2 0.0843(a-1)2

Producer Surplus 0.1553(a-1)2 0.1575(a-1)2

Total Surplus 0.2435(a-1)2 0.2418(a-1)2



RÉGION III
(Incumbent Constrained)

x1 = k 1

xE=ZE(el)
(Entrant Unconstrained)

REGION I
(Both Incumbent and

Entrant Unconstrained)

x i =Zi(xE)

x E =ZE(x 1 )

Entranes reaction
function.

REGION II

x 1 = k 1
xE = kE

(Both Incumbent and
Entrant Constrained)

REGION IV
(Incumbent Unconstrained

(Entrant Constrained)

xl=Zl(kE)

C %''-' kE

Incumbent's seaction function
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air	 xI' k I

Figure 1: Stage 5 - Mapping of Capacities into Quantity Equilibria.
(This is sirnilar to Eaton and Ware, 1987.)

final al stage output of finn j, j =1, E.
xJ
k f. = mal stage capacity of firrn j, j =1, E

J
2 . ( ) = unconstrained reacdon function of firm j, j =1, E.

J

1= incumbent, E = entrant

A, B, C, D - typical capacity points

a, b, c, d - corresponding quantity equilibria.
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Figure 2: Entrant's equilibrium capacity choices (e(k), i(k)) as a function of
incumbent's capacity choice, k.

Assurnptions – No excess capacity in the final stage (hence valid only for some
initial range of k).

– Zero fixed costs.

(a-1)e =	 5	 (point at which i(k) rises from zero, when fixed costs F))

e -	 (point at which e(k) goes to zero, when fixed costs F4)



Entrants Profits
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000

Figure 3: Entrant's equilibriurn profits given resalable capacity, as a function of incurnbent's
capacity, k.

Assumption – No excess capacity in the final stage (hence, valid only for some initial range of k).

(1a-1Note: k– 5 (point at which i(k) rises from zero, when fixed costs F=2)

km (a-1) (monopoly output based on ex ante marginal cost, which includes cost ofa	 4
capacity)

m a
kP = (monopoly output, based on ex non marginal cost, which excludes cost of

capacity)

k– (unique minimum point of entrant's profits, when fixed cous are small,11
2
(a

1
-1) 

2
i.e., F <

.	 (point at which e(k) goes to zero, when fixed costs F=0.)
9(a- 1)

 1k - 

(Ordering of points in Figure 3 was based on a=2.)
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